9 A significant fraction of active chromosome regions and genes reproducibly position near 10 nuclear speckles, but the functional significance of this positioning is unknown. Here we show 11 that Hsp70 BAC transgenes and endogenous genes turn on 2-4 mins after heat shock irrespective 12 of their distance to nuclear speckles. However, we observe 12-56-fold and 3-7-fold higher 13 transcription levels for speckle-associated Hsp70 transgenes and endogenous genes, respectively, 14 after 1-2 hrs heat shock. Several fold higher transcription levels for several genes flanking the 
Introduction

21
Striking variations in transcriptional activity have been correlated with nuclear 22 compartmentalization. Across multiple species and cell types, lamin-associated domains (LADs), 23 as revealed by DamID, show low gene densities and transcriptional activity (Kind et al., 2013) . 24 Similarly, across multiple species and cell types, the radial positioning of gene loci within a cell 25 population stochastically closer to the center of the nucleus is associated with higher This positioning of a subset of genes near nuclear speckles, however, is only a 49 correlation. Despite this genome-wide demonstration of a subset of active genes positioning 50 deterministically near nuclear speckles, there is no evidence that alleles of endogenous genes 51 actually show different expression levels as a function of speckle proximity. Indeed, the 52 prevailing view has been that nuclear speckles act instead primarily as a storage site for RNA 53 processing factors (Lamond and Spector, 2003) . 54 Previously, we demonstrated an increased speckle-association of BAC transgenes 55 containing the Hsp70 gene locus, including HSPA1A, HSPA1B, and HSPA1L after heat shock 56 (Hu et al., 2009 ). This increased speckle association was also observed for large, multi-copy 57 insertions of plasmid transgenes containing just the HSPA1A gene and shown to depend on the 58 HSPA1 promoter and proximal promoter sequences rather than the actual transcribed sequences Moreover, in contrast to the synchronous induction of transcriptional activation 2-5 mins after 72 heat shock of the endogenous Hsp70 locus, this plasmid transgene arrays showed a highly 73 asynchronous transcriptional activation over 10-30 mins after heat shock (Hu, 2010).
74
To determine the influence of speckle proximity on transcriptional activation in a more 75 physiological context, we investigated Hsp70 gene activation as a function of speckle association 76 after heat shock at both the endogenous and BAC transgene loci.
77
Results and Discussion
79
First, we identified human haploid Hap1 and Chinese Hamster CHO cell lines in which 80 the endogenous heat shock locus showed significant populations of both speckle-associated 81 (~90%) and non-speckle associated (~10%) alleles (> 0.45 µm) (Fig. S1A-D We next measured the smRNA FISH signal (nascent pre-mRNA) at both BAC transgenes 101 and endogenous loci when they were speckle-associated versus non-speckle associated. We an ~2-fold decrease in nascent transcripts for non-associated transgenes (Fig. 1D, inset) . (Table   151 1). The three simplest general categories corresponded to cells in which the transgene was 152 always associated with a speckle (Fig. 3A) , cells in which the transgene started distant from a 153 speckle but then moved to and remained associated with a speckle ( (Fig. 3C) , due largely to the extra time required for the transgene to move to the 165 speckle. If speckle contact occurred after the temperature had already reached 42℃, a visible 166 MS2 signal typically appeared above background 0-2 mins after contact (Fig. 3B&D) . The time 167 lag was longer when speckle association occurred before the temperature reached 42℃ (Fig.   168   3D ). Details varied among examples (Table 1) ; usually the transgene moved to the speckle but 169 occasionally a speckle moved toward the activated transgene (data now shown). 170 In the third category of speckle movements (28/438 cells), the transgene associated with a 171 nuclear speckle and produced a visible MS2 nascent transcript signal but then moved away from 172 the speckle. Significantly, a decrease or disappearance of the MS2 signal followed this 173 transgene-speckle separation (Fig. 4A, Video 3) . Once transgenes moved further than 0.5-1 µm 174 from a speckle, transcripts decayed within 1-2 mins. However, when transgenes moved smaller 175 distances away from the speckle, a low level of transcription was maintained longer rather than a 176 rapid and complete decay of the MS2 signal. When the MS2-transcript level was low, we 177 observed loss of the transcript signal right after transgene-speckle separation, while when 178 transcription levels were higher a complete loss of transcript signal appeared to require a larger 179 separation. Indeed, we could sometimes observe creation of a connecting "bridge" of MS2-180 tagged transcripts lying between the transgene and speckle periphery. We also could observe 181 deformation of the speckle shape toward the transcripts ( Each oligonucleotide contained an amino group at the 3' end for fluorophore coupling 312 using either Cy5 NHS ester (GE Healthcare, PA15102) or rhodamine NHS ester (ThermoFisher, well-plate or dish containing the coverslip and media was sealed using parafilm and incubated in 319 a 42℃-water bath. Cells were fixed using freshly prepared 3.6% paraformaldehyde (PFA, 320 Sigma, P6148-500G) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 15 mins at room temperature (RT). 
